Winter Stonefly
Results 2002
Wow! Thanks to the 120 volunteers who
participated in the search, we were able to
monitor almost all of our study sites in a
single day! The day was a lot of fun and a
huge success.

Why Monitor Stoneflies?
Like canaries in the mine, winter stoneflies
are useful indicators because they respond
to a deteriorating environment before we do.
The remarkable winter stoneflies are dormant
during most of the year when problems
associated with warm summer streams (such
as stormwater runoff or excessive plant
growth) limit oxygen levels. The winter
stoneflies, which require high levels of
oxygen, are active in January when the
solubility of oxygen is great. At that time of
year an absence of stoneflies suggests that
toxic pollutants may be present in the river.
The winter stoneflies allow us to see the
effects of the chemicals entering the river,
which is much harder to gauge in the summer.
The ability to monitor toxic pollutants makes
the winter Stonefly Search a good tool for
protecting the quality of our creeks.
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Chad Theismann and Matt Moberly found a
broad-backed winter stonefly (bottom left)
in the River at Flat Rock
dark broad-back stonefly (family
Taeniopterygidae) requires a stable flow and
may be missing from smaller sites for that
reason. Both families eat decaying leaves and
algae. We also occasionally collect the Perlodid
stonefly (family Perlodidae) and the Perlid
stonefly (family Perlidae), which are also
indicators of stream conditions and their
presence is a welcome sign. Unlike the previous
two, these stoneflies are predators, feeding on
other stoneflies, which may explain why they
are sometimes the only stonefly found in an area.

During the winter search, there are four kinds
(“families”) of stoneflies that we find in the
streams and river; two of these are called
Winter Stoneflies. The slender winter stonefly
(family Capniidae) is fairly hardy and is expected
to be thriving in even small creeks. The larger,

These four families of stoneflies mature at
different times. Capniidae emerge from the
stream as adults between late January and
March while Taeniopterygidae emerge in March
and early April. Most Perlid and Perlodid
stoneflies emerge between April and July.

New Site Results
We were happy to find stoneflies at several
sites for which we have little winter data:
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Cross Street. We have never, in any
previous season, found stoneflies at
this site! Unfortunately, the team did
not find stoneflies at LeForge Road.
Jay Williams’ team accepted the
assignment to search Woodruff
Creek at the usual site in the
headwaters and then
downstream at Buno
Road. They found
Perlodid stoneflies at
both sites! Although we
often find Perlodid
stoneflies during our winter
collection, we have not
found them in this small
creek. Since the Perlodids
we found were tiny and
we usually collect a week
or two earlier than we
did this year, we suspect they may have been
living in this creek before
this winter. This year the later collection time
allowed the Perlodid stoneflies more time to
grow, making it easier to see and collect them.

Hummocky Lick, where we didn’t find them last
year, the Huron River (Island Park, Bell Road
and Flat Rock) and in Mill Creek at Klinger
Road. No stoneflies were found at our new sites
in the Huron River at Proud Lake Recreation
Area, Norton Creek, or Pettibone Creek. Since
these sites have only been visited once or
twice, it is too early to draw conclusions about
the water quality.

Jim Fackert led a team to search Davis Creek
at Rushton Road, a site located just below the
Nichwagh Lake dam. To escape any effects of
the dam, the team also searched downstream
(about ¾ mile) near Limekiln Lake. Instead of
finding winter stoneflies, the team found about
20 dead bluegill and rock bass, primarily just
below the dam but a few had washed downstream.
We suspect that the fish died from lack of
oxygen in Nichwagh Lake, which had been
shallow and covered in ice during the cold
weather before the search. Bob Neely from
Eastern Michigan University explains that a
lake covered in ice is like a closed jar; there is
no oxygen exchange with the atmosphere. Mike
Wiley from the University of Michigan adds
that ice cover, followed by a spell of warmer
temperatures, can cause an oxygen shortage
because fish require more oxygen in warmer
water while, in warm temperatures, oxygen is
less soluble.

Investigation Results
Four of the 54 stream sites that we monitored
this January are of particular concern because
we have repeatedly been unable to find
stoneflies there: Chilson Creek at Brighton
Road, Davis Creek at Rushton Road, The Huron
River in Ypsilanti and Woodruff Creek.
Joe Rathbun’s team investigated the river in
Ypsilanti. Their assignment was to search our
study site at Cross Street and then go upstream
to LeForge Road. This was an attempt to narrow
in on where the stoneflies might disappear in
the river between Island Drive in Ann Arbor,
where we find stoneflies, and Cross Street in
Ypsilanti, where we do not. We were delighted
when the team found two stonefly families at

Dianne Martin’s team thoroughly investigated
Chilson Creek at Brighton Road. This team
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water quality and indicates the amount of
dissolved ions (for example salt, metals, toxins)
present in the water. If the average conductivity
measured at a site is 800 microSiemens (µS) or
less, it is considered natural for stream water.
The conductivity of Millers Creek has always
been excessive but this reading is more than
double any of our other ten conductivity
measurements at this site. It is surprising to
find even one stonefly in Millers Creek. This
may be a sign that, if we can restore the natural
flow and water chemistry of this highly
impacted creek, there is still hope that the
animals could return.
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Winter Stoneflies have returned to Traver
Creek at Broadway! Ben Upton’s Team recorded
the rebound from last year’s monitoring, when
we were unable to find stoneflies at this site.

Faye Hansen-Smith, Wayne Cheyne, Carol
Dubritsky, Louise Piranian and Noemi Barabas
(taking the picture) found broad-backed winter
stonefly and Perlid stoneflies in Mann Creek
(bottom right).
searched the area for two hours, moving
upstream and downstream of our site. They
collected in undercut banks, riffles and leaf
packs mostly made of willow leaves from the
surrounding wetland. Still, they found no
stoneflies. This site puzzles us for two reasons.
Unlike other sites of poor quality, it is not
located in an urban setting but rather in the
headwaters of a small wetland system.
Furthermore, it is part of a creek that has a
very healthy aquatic population downstream.
Teams will look again for stoneflies in Davis and
Chilson Creek in late February. They will be
searching for the Perlodid stoneflies before
the adults emerge from the stream in March or
April.

Good News
What’s going on in Millers Creek? The team led
by Marcy Bauman found one lonely stonefly
(family Capniidae) at our Glazier Way site. In
three previous searches, we have never found
stoneflies in this troubled creek. What’s even
more surprising is that this team measured a
record high conductivity of 3930 uS in Millers
Creek. Conductivity is a general measure of
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Robert Smith’s team found
three families of stoneflies
in Boyden Creek at the Golf
Course, while last year we
only found one family at
this site!
Last year we wrote…
”Unfortunately, for the
first time in 5 different
monitoring years, we were
unable to find winter
stoneflies at our site at
Honey Creek at Pratt Road.
When we first visited this
site in 1995 we found both
slender winter stoneflies
and broad-backed
stoneflies. Then from
1996-1998, each year we
found only one individual
stonefly. We plan to monitor
this site next January when
hopefully we’ll see the
stoneflies have returned.”
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The new power lines resulted in the clearing of about 70 feet of
vegetation from Mill Creek at the Manchester Raod study site.
Winter stoneflies living in the river at US 23
(in Livingston County) escaped Bob Smith’s team
on the day of the search but Jim Fackert
found them about two weeks later.

This year Nancy Stokes’ team did find
stoneflies but not the slender winter stonefly
that we were expecting. Instead they found
Perlodid stoneflies. Since all stoneflies require
clean streams we welcome this sign of good
water quality.

Sites of Concern
While we find winter stoneflies at most of our
study sites, we are concerned about the water
quality at those few sites where winter
stoneflies have repeatedly been absent: Boyden
Creek at Huron River Drive; Chilson Creek at
Brighton Road; Davis Creek at Rushton Road;
Huron River in Ypsilanti; all of the sites in
Malletts Creek; Millers Creek; Port Creek;
South Ore at Lake Ridge; and Woodruff Creek.

Ken
Gottschlich’s
team found
two stonefly
families in
South Ore
Creek at
Bauer Road
where we
were unable
to find any
last year!

(Although we found stoneflies in the river at
Ypsilanti, Woodruff Creek, and even one
stonefly in Millers this year, we remain
concerned about these sites because of the
historical absence of stoneflies. Hopefully
continued monitoring will show that stoneflies
are establishing populations at these sites.)

Ron Gamble
collects for
winter stoneflies
in the Huron
River.
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We were surprised when Laurel Beyer’s team
returned from Mill Creek at Manchester Road
without stoneflies, because we found two
families there last year. Sadly, all the vegetation
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With your help, the Adopt-A-Stream Program
will continue to investigate the locations where
we do not find stoneflies.

along the creek was recently cleared for new
power lines. Dave Brooks searched again one
week later and after a long struggle through
deep muck, he found only one small stonefly
(Amphinemura, Nemouridae). Although we have
occasionally found the nemourid broadback
stonefly at this site in April, we have never
found this stonefly in January at any of our
sites. This stonefly emerges in autumn and is
characteristic of small spring fed streams. We
are hoping this creek will rebound
quickly from the recent disturbance

The attached table summarizes the winter
stonefly results of each site we visited in
January 2002. [Notes: Blank cells mean we did
not visit that site. We did not collect for
winter stoneflies in 1999 because the creeks
were frozen over.]

Malletts Creek and Millers Creek
are degraded urban streams. They
suffer from high amounts of
impervious surfaces, such as roads
and roofs, on the land that drains
to the creek. Besides water quality
problems, the impervious surfaces
also cause severe erosion problems
and very unstable flows, meaning
that after a rain the creek floods,
and during dry times the creek
dwindles to a trickle.
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What is Being Done at
these Sites?

The Huron River entering Lake Erie.

Malletts Creek: The city of Ann
Arbor, Pittsfield Township, and the Washtenaw
County Drain Commissioner developed a
restoration plan, with input from the Malletts
Creek Association. The goals of the plan are to
reduce flooding, improve water quality (by
reducing phosphorus by 50%), provide education
and recreation opportunities for residents, and
restore habitat for plants and animals that
depend on the creek. Implementation is in the
early stages and the completion will depend
largely upon the availability of funds.

You can help:
Join us for the River RoundUp April 13th and
search for stoneflies and other small creatures
to learn about the quality of the river. Call
Joan at (734) 769-5971 for more information
or to register.
Contact the watershed council at (734) 7695123 to receive tips on how you can help the
river in and around your home.
For more information about the Adopt-A-Stream
monitoring data, contact Theresa Dakin at
tdakin@hrwc.org or (734) 769-5971.

Millers Creek: The Pfizer Corporation is
supporting a study of the biological, physical
and chemical integrity of Millers Creek that
will result in a similar restoration plan. In
addition, Pfizer is installing a gauge near
Geddes Road for a continuous measure of
stream flow.

For information about the teams or about
participating in our events, contact Joan Martin
at jmartin@hrwc.org or (734) 769-5971.
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